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X seed 4000 inside

Epoha construction and construction architectural advances and technology, introducing the X-Seed 4000 largest and tallest building ever provided, fully with construction plans and plans. The proposed megastructure boasts a height of 4 hp (13,000 feet) with a base 6 hp wide, containing 800 functional floors, with a projected capacity of 1 million inhabitants! Her plan was
supposed to be built at sea near Tokyo, Japan, but its final location has not yet been revealed. This structure holds all the records that hold skyscrapers far away! The closest comparison, the current tallest building in the world's Burj Khalifa stands at just 829.8 metres, meaning it will be four times higher. That's huge! The primary materials used would be steel as its foundation and
glass as its skin or façade, and according to its design will require an estimated amount of 3 million tons of special reinforced steel and advanced zuliv. As with all futuristic buildings, the X-Seed 4000 comes with only the most advanced self-sustaining technologies available to modern civilization, maintaining its mega-energy demand by pumping energy from solar, hydro and aero
sources, perhaps even from volcanic/thermal sources that make full use of its proposed location, sitting on the Pacific Ring of Fire (near Tokyo). It is also worth noting that the X-Seed 4000 has its own internal transport system, including MagLev trains, to effectively facilitate and effectively support the entire eco-friendly city within its walls. Due to its size and lift, the structure is
designed to be extremely resistant to natural catastrophe, such as tsunamis and earthquakes, preferably with smart robots or drones, which are employed to maintain and even repair the building from damage and bear &amp; tears. Various other mechanisms are in place to regulate the internal environment, such as air pressure, oxygen levels, air moisture, water pressure and so
on. Even higher than Mount Fuji. His estimate is that the price for building the X-Seed 4000 would be at the end of 2015/2016. Let's hope the X-Seed 4000 really catches! The images below show the concept of art/designs of it. The intended building X-Seed 4000X-Sen Shushi 4000Operation X-sitting X-sitting 4000General InformationStatusVisionTypeMixed useLocationTokyo,
JapanHeightRoof4,000 m (13,123 ft)Technical detailsSoor count800 The X-Seed 4000 is visible skyscraper. [1] The idea was originally created and developed by Martin Pascoe. Proposed 4-kilometre height, 6 km wide sea surface and 800-storeys 500,000 to 1,000,000 inhabitants. This structure would consist of more than 3,000,000 tons of steel. In 1995, for Tokyo, Japan, it was
shaped by the Taisei Corporation as a futuristic environment that combines ultra-modern and technological life and interaction with wildlife and nature. [2] [3] Transport methods within fair X would most likely include MagLev trains. The X-Seed 4000 is never intended to be built, says Georges Binder, managing director of Buildings & Data, which collects data banks on buildings
around the world. The purpose of the plan was to gain some recognition for the company and it worked. [4] Unlike conventional skyscrapers, the X-Seed 4000, unlike conventional skyscrapers, would be forced to actively protect its passengers from significant internal air pressure and external air pressure builds and weather fluctuations caused by its mass lifting. Its design calls for
the use of solar energy to maintain internal environmental conditions. [1] Since the proposed site for the building is located in the Pacific Ring of Fire, the most active volcano area in the world, the X-Seed 4000 would be subject to earthquakes and tsunamis. The sea-level location and the shape of Mount Fuji are some of the other main design features of this building - the real
Mount Fuji is on land and is 3,776 meters (12,388 ft), making it 224 metres (735 ft) shorter than the X-Seed 4,000. The X-Seed 4000 is forecast to be twice the size of the mega-city Shimizu pyramid at 2,004 meters (6,575 ft). The mega-urban pyramid of Shimizu (proposed in 2007, also planned for Tokyo, Japan) faces most of the same problems as X-Seed. Other projects that
may be in the top five buildings include the Ultima 3,218-metre Tower in San Francisco, Dubai's 2,400-metre (7,900 ft) and Bionic Tower 1,228 metres (4,029 ft) in Hong Kong or Shanghai. See also Proposed Tall Buildings and Structures List of the tallest buildings and structures in the world List of tallest structures in Japan List of Records of Japan References ^ a b Accelerating
the Future » X-Seed 4000 ^ Contemporary Architecture Theory Brief ^ Taisei Construction Co. Ltd. X-Seed Inspires Tall Tales Architectural record External links Emporis.com Reference Retrieved from 24/CSite proposed building in downtown SeattleAlternative names701 Fourth Avenue, 4. & ColumbiaGeneral InformationStatusProposedTypeMixed-useAddress701 4th
AvenueSeattle, Washington Coordinates47°36′14N 122°19′53W / 47.6040184°N 122.3314913°W / 47.6040184; -122.3314913Coodinies: 47°36′14N 122°19′53W / 47.6040184°N 122.3314913°W / 47.6040184; -122.3314913Kost $290 million (estimated)Owner4th & Columbia LLCHeightRoof1,029 feet (314 m)Technical detailsOd area of 1.2 million square meters (110,000
m2)Design and constructionArarching companyLMN ArchitectsDeveloperCrescent HeightsOther informationSo number 1,200 apartments and 150 hotel roomsParking750 spacesReferences[1][2][3] 4/C, Known as 701 Fourth Avenue,[1] i 4th & Columbia, it is a proposed supertall in Seattle, Washington. If built, the 1,029-foot-tall (314-metre), 93-foot, mixed-use tower will be the
tallest in Seattle, surpassing the adjacent Columbia Center. [5] It would also be the first building in the Northwest Pacific with a height of more than 300 m. It is being developed by Crescent Heights, based in Miami, and designed by LMN Architects, with a total of 1.2 million square feet (110,000 sq m) in a gross capture area divided between 1,200 apartments, 150 hotel rooms,
office space and retail. In September 2015, Crescent Heights purchased a property that housed two parking garages owned by the Costacos family for $48.75 million. [7] The project was published in the same month and was 339 m high with 102 stories. [8] Concerns about a proposal affecting traffic from nearby Boeing Field Airport and Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, the
FAA has sent a notice of hazard to Crescent Heights and recommended that the smnopping height be at 965 feet (294 m), a little lower than the Columbia Center, for the deal. [10] The FAA was also concerned that the tower crane needed to build the skyscraper would disrupt helicopter operations at nearby Harborview Medical Center, leading to the temporary closure of the
hospital's helium. [12] The proposal was reduced from 101 to 100 stories in February 2016, reducing the amount of residential units by 100 rooms and removing half of the proposed hotel rooms. Prior to the design review meeting in early March, Crescent Heights further re-announced its plans, proposing a 1,029-square-floor (314-square-m) skyscraper with just 93 stories to meet
the FAA's request. Because of its adjusted height, the building would be higher than the nearby Columbia Center and the U.S. Bank Tower in Los Angeles, but it fell from the Great Wilshire Center in Los Angeles and the Sales Tower in San Francisco. [14] Crescent Heights also submitted an alternative 959-000 (292 m) proposal for a design review that would fall from the
Columbia Center. [14] In June 2020, a new ODA design called seattle tower with a 1,185-metre (361-metre) high ascent with a large central neckline facing south was released to create a view of Mount Rainier. [16] [17] The features of the tower would have four floors above the ground floor of the parking garage using elevator and not traditional ramps. The garage would also be
built for future conversion into apartment and office space, using floorboards and pre-built components for electrical and air conditioning control equipment. [18] See also list of the tallest buildings in Seattle List of tallest buildings in the United States Reference ^a b 4/C. CTBUH Skyscraper Center. ^ 4/C at Emporis ^ Stiles, Marc (September 25, 2015). First peek: With added floor,
the new Seattle skyscraper will be 'about 102 stories'. Puget Sound Business Journal. Retrieved September 25, 2015. ↑ Bhatt, Sanjay (16 November 2015). Seattle will enter the elite skyscraper. The Seattle Times. Retrieved 18 November 2015. ↑ Bhatt, Sanjay (September 22, 2015). Seattle's 101-win fourth-round series. The Seattle Times. Retrieved September 24, 2015. ↑ Stiles,
Marc (August 26, 2015). Miami's developers are planning huge, new skyscrapers in downtown Seattle. Puget Sound Business Journal. Retrieved September 24, 2015. ↑ The Miami company paid $49 million for the half block on the fourth. Seattle Daily Journal of Commerce. September 22, 2015. Retrieved September 29, 2015. Seattle Daily Journal of Commerce. September 24,
2015. Retrieved September 24, 2015. ↑ Stiles, Marc (September 24, 2015). Seattle's proposed 101-year-old skyscraper is so tall that the FAA is reviewing the plan. Puget Sound Business Journal. Retrieved September 24, 2015. ↑ Stiles, Marc (January 4, 2016). The FAA says the proposed 102-story tower is too tall. Puget Sound Business Journal. Retrieved 4 January 2016. The
proposed 102nd Story Tower would be too high for FAA approval. Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Retrieved 4 January 2016. ↑ Markovich, Matt (January 4, 2016). The proposed 101-story Seattle skyscraper hits the FAA snag. COMO-TV. Retrieved 4 January 2016. ↑ Stiles, Marc (February 17, 2016). Downsized: Seattle's mega skyscraper now has only 100 floors. Puget Sound
Business Journal. Retrieved February 17, 2016. ↑ a b Crescent Heights shows new images for a shorter 4/C tower on 4th Ave. Seattle Daily Journal of Commerce. February 24, 2016. Retrieved 24 February 2016. ↑ Pacheco, Antonio (21 June 2016). Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles vie for the tallest tower west of the Mississippi. Architect's paper. Retrieved 24 August 2016.
^ Harrouk, Christele (9 June 2020). ODA Introduces New Approach to Tower Building in Seattle. ArchDaily. Retrieved 9 June 2020. ↑ Klein, Kristine (8 June 2020). ODA cuts high-rise park into residential tower proposed for Seattle. Dezeen, what's the other. Retrieved 30 July 2020. ↑ Marshall, Aarian (2 November 2016). It's Time to Think About Living in Parking Garages. Wired.
Retrieved 11 November 2016. Retrieved from » »
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